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NETWORK COMMUNICATION for REMOTE TECHNOLOGY AND NDT CONTROLS

ON CURRENT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ABSTRACT

Among the most important targets for "UTILITIES" are to increase nuclear power plant
availability and reduce fie workers dosimetry. A possible way to reach these targets is to
reduce the duration of the refueling period and to limit the number of operators in the work
areas

It is necessary to use remote technology and to provide much equipment to support the main
activities during refueling. Remote technology is a possible solution to remove operators from
the maintenance area. The main activities concerned are the NDT inspection on the primary
components and fuel handling system.

Recent progress on remote technology made by the electronic industry and network
communication has increased their capacities. It is easier now to use them, and more and
more people are familiar with these technologies. Internet, manufacturing, supervision, and
surgery use these technologies. Now it seems appropriate to examine these technologies for
current maintenance in nuclear plants.

Remote technologies and communication network can help to solve current difficulties in the
maintenance field and dosimetry limits. For a long time, many people thought that the cost
and the difficulty of applying new technologies would be not extremely expensive, but this is
no longer the case. Now with the first feed back we can show that these technologies are a
good answer for increased availability and reduction of dosimetry.

INTRODUCTION

Among the most important targets for "UTILITIES" are to increase nuclear power plant
availability and reduce the workers dosimetry. A possible way to reach these targets is to
reduce the duration of the refueling period and to limit the number of operators in the work
areas. Proposal to advance rapidly and to remove worker forces from the work site is to use
remote technologies. The installation of the mechanical devices near the components and
the installation d all human interfaces at a distance would be a good way to reach the
utilities targets.

In the field of electronic the recent hardware and software advances in electronics and
network communication devices have achieved a very highly efficient level. Electronic
advances with the real time system and the cost reduction in the associated hardware means
it is now possible to connect all human interface information required to drive a remote work
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area with real time system. At the same time the phone operators have made progress in the
communication network leading to more and more efficient protocols on communications
which to increase the bandwidth and the quality of associated services.

It is necessary to use remote technology and to provide much equipment to support the main
activities during refueling. Remote technology is a possible solution to remove operators from
the maintenance area. The main activities concerned are the NDT inspection on the primary
components and fuel handling system.

In the following part of this paper we take into account some characteristic activities during
plant shutdown. We will describe how EDF is cleaning up some problems concerning NDT
activities, the fuel-handling system, and robotized maintenance tasks. We also consider the
dosimetry benefit for operators.

NDT ACTIVITIES INTO CONTAINMENT

Today in the nuclear plant, remote technology is used for NDT activities. These activities
require many people and much equipment to be transferred from site to site. The target is to
reduce the quantity of material removal from site to site. To reach this target it is necessary
as in the past to install the mechanical device required to collect NDT information near the
controlled equipment. After it is necessary to transfer all the data to an NDT control center,
far away from the nuclear plants. With this method, it is not necessary for each plant to carry
all the human interfaces that are required to collect and to analyze the data.

Another benefit is to keep the NDT analysts at the NDT control center. If the move from site
to site is reduced the analysts can spend more time doing their own job, rather than wasting
time travelling or at the nuclear power plant entrance. The benefit is double, the men are
more available for their job, and the total cost is lower.

There are two requirement to reach the target, they are:

The capacity to transfer data, video, NTD data, with only one cable with the real time
system. The real time is required to co-ordinate remote control with the video.

The transferal of all the data to the control center using the operator communication
network system with real time. As the quantity of data is great it is necessary to get a
very large bandwidth communication network.

Recent progress on remote technology made by the electronic industry and network
communication has increased their capacities. It is easier now to use them, and more and
more people are familiar with these technologies. Internet, manufacturing, supervision, and
surgery use these technologies. Now it seems appropriate to examine these technologies for
current maintenance in nuclear plants.

With these new technologies it is now possible to have mechanical equipment on the site
and the human interfaces at a distance. To take advantage of these new opportunities, it is



necessary to modify current organization. Utilities and subcontractors must consider a new
organization.

For utilities, it is also necessary to put a new cable through the reactor containment. The
cable penetration section is limited. It is involves the use of only some medium cables. The
proximity of the medium and high voltage cables excludes communication with a metallic
medium. This constraint obliges EDF to choose an insensitive electromagnetic medium. An
optic medium is a good solution. To limit the radiological damage to the optical medium, a
protected route must be chosen into the containment and an optimum optical medium light
wave must be used. Feedback experience, laboratory tests and standard equipment
availability show that (1300nm light wave) is a possible solution.

FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

These technologies can be used in the above system. To increase the fuel handling system
performance it is necessary to automatize the three fuel handling system engines (refueling
machine, transfer, fuel handling machine). With remote technology it is possible to supervise
and operate this system from a remote control room outside the containment.

To automatize the 3 engines of the fuel handling system it is necessary to operate fliese
devices from only one point. The supervision device can be installed anywhere in the
providing the operator has all the required information. It is important to have a good required
to get a good video with cameras in the right place. A full duplex audio connection between
the operator and the containment and the fuel building is also needed. The operation must
have complete supervision from the entire fuel handling system to ensure the quality
specification on the position of the fuel in the core. Finally a 'shoe horn' to carefully position
the fuel is needed.

EDF did some studies to get this possibility and to install a supervision on the 1300 MW
plants. The studies have been done to reload or unload 7 fuel assemblies per hour. Today
with manual procedures with operators it is not really possible to go faster than 4 fuel
assemblies per hour.

An other advantage that is the consequence from the automatization is the dosimetry. If it is
possible to reduce operators who are just near the component or just near some device as
fuel handling system. Associated to decrease operators needed into the containment or just
near the component, the collective dosimetry decrease also.

Previously, the first way you try to reduce the source term with the material good choice or
with very good layout solutions or chemical increasing performance. Already these ways are
explored and it is now very difficult to get a strong improvement in this way.

The second way consisted to removet the worker far away from the work site. Now with the
new technologies, it possible to reduce the work force present on the work site. The remote
technologies to avantage significantly the dosimetry global benefit.
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Current activity examples

The number and the type of activities achievable with these new technologies are very
various, for example:

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) : detection and localization of a default control that a
default has been fixed after machining, etc.

Machining : brushing for cleaning the surfaces before NDT, grinding or milling to
remove a default, cutting pipes, etc.

Welding : assembling, filling pieces after machining, etc.

Fuel handling system (refuelling machine, fuel handling machine)

The technical constraint with these technologies is that they required to take care with a large
logistical support.

The most efficient benefit can be reach with CAD simulation around the main components
the maintenance operation. The CAD simulations are used to identify the difficulties to
choose the best of tools, and scenario. After mechanical equipment, arms, tools are carried
into the plant near the component. Before to start maintenance operation it is necessary to
adjust the real model with the CAD model. After that the maintenance operation can started.

A. NDT : ultrasound and/or Eddy current control this test consisted of controlling a main
steam system nozzle with the help of an US or EC sensor carried by a robot. The location to
be controlled was the welding of the two pipes. So, the surface where the robot had to move
the sensor was a network of trajectories located at the intersection of two cylinders.

Given the complexity of the motions, the trajectories had to be computed with a robotic CAD
system. To this end, we used ACT software to model the different elements (pipes, robot and
tools) and to calculate the collision course.

Then the robot was installed close to the main steam pipe and its location related to the pipe
was measured by touching a few points of each pipe. The computed trajectories were then
corrected with this data. Finally, these paths were sent to the robot on site. The robot with the
sensor moved along these corrected paths and made the US or EC measurements on each
point of the network.

The full operation took less than 2 days, including the installation of the robot, the
measurement of its position, the correction of the trajectories and the control itself.

An internal default was detected by this means, its location was determined very easily and
accurately through the knowledge of the position of the robot on each point of the network.

B. NDT : dye penetrant testing this technique is often used to detect minor cracks at the
surface of a component. It is currently used in manual mode, the different products being
contained in aerosols so as to be projected on the surface to be controlled.

The aim of this testing was to make the same procedure as the manual one, the aerosols
being carried by the robot. The component to be controlled was the circular welding of a pipe
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onto a plate. The robot was programmed to move around the pipe at a constant distance,
with a regular velocity, in order to put the right amount of product on the surface.

The result was satisfactory, since it allowed to detect a small crack located at the end of the
welding. The measurement of the length of the crack (shorter than 2 mm long) was made
with the help of a video camera carried by the robot.

Global benefits with remote technology and network communication are many:

_ To get a more detail maintenance preparation.

_ Less people into the containment.

_ Less collective dosimetry.

_ More process information (for refueling)

_ Less business trip, less car rentals, no nuclear plant checks in and out, any
travelling expenses (hotel, lunch).

The effective analyst works time increase, because they spend less time in
travelling.

_ It is always possible to get an NDT expert into a control center.

CONCLUSION

Remote technologies and communication network can help to solve current difficulties in the
maintenance field and dosimetry limits. For a long time, many people thought that the cost
and the difficulty of applying new technologies would be not extremely expensive, but this is
no longer the case. Now with the first feed back we can show that these technologies are a
good answer for increased availability and reduction of dosimetry.
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